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In this notebook paper, we present the details of baselines and experimental runs of the segment retrieval

task in TREC 2020 Podcasts Track. As baselines, we implemented traditional IR methods,i.e. BM25 and

QL, and the neural re-ranking BERT model pre-trained on MS MARCO passage re-ranking task. We also

detail experimental runs of the re-ranking model fine-tuned on additional external data sets from (1) crowd-

sourcing, (2) automatically generated questions, and (3) episode title-description pairs.

1 Introduction

The TREC 2020 Podcasts track
1
included an an Ad-

hoc Segment Retrieval task[6]. High-quality search

of topical content of podcast episodes is challeng-

ing. Existing podcast search engines index the

available metadata fields for the podcast as well

as textual descriptions of the show and episode,

but these descriptions o�en fail to cover the salient

aspects of the content[2]. Improving and extend-

ing podcast search is limited by the availability of

transcripts and the cost of automatic speech recog-

nition. Therefore, this year’s task is set to fixed-

length segment retrieval: given an arbitrary query

(a phrase, sentence, or set of words), retrieve topi-

cally relevant segments from the data. These seg-

ments can then be used as a basis for topical re-

trieval, for visualization, or other downstream pur-

poses [5]. Figure 1 shows an example of the re-

trieval topics.

<topic>

<num>34</num>

<query>halloween stories and chat</query>

<type>topical</type>

<description>I love Halloween and I want

to hear stories and con-

versations about things

people have done to celebrate

it. I am not looking for

information about the history

of Halloween or generalities

about how it is celebrated,

I want specific stories

from individuals.

</description>

</topic>

Figure 1: An example of the retrieval topics.

∗∗
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In this notebook paper, we describe the details

of our submissions to the TREC Podcasts Track

2020. Based on the task guidelines, a segment, for

the purposes of the document collection, is a two-

minute chunk with one minute overlap and start-

ing on the minute; e.g. 0.0-119.9 seconds, 60.0-

179.9 seconds, 120.0-239.9 seconds, etc. This cre-

ates 3.4M segments in total from the document col-

lection with the average word count of 340 ± 70.

These segments will be used as passage units and

the retrieved passage is then judged by assessors.

We have implemented two baseline models as well

as three experimental runs. The baselines are tra-

ditional IR models and neural re-ranking from the

top-N passages. The experimental runs used the

re-ranking model fine-tuned on various synthetic

or external data labels from the data corpus (Table

1).

2 Methods

2.1 Information Retrieval Base-
lines

We implemented as baselines the standard retrieval

models bm25 and query likelihood (ql), using the

Pyserini package
2
, built on top of the open-source

Lucene
3
search library. Stemming was performed

using the Porter stemmer. The models bm25 and

ql are used with Anserini’s default parameters.
4

We created two document indexes, one with tran-

script segments only and the other with title and

descriptions concatenated to each transcript seg-

ment. For each topic, there is a short query phrase

and a sentence-long description. The short query

phrase was used as the query term for searching

the index. Up to the top 1000 passages were sub-

mi�ed in runs on the 50 test topics.

2.2 Neural re-ranking baseline
The BERT re-ranking system is the current state-

of-the-art in search [8]. It been implemented for

passage and document ranking systems on many

document collections, including MS-MARCO [1],

TREC-CAR[4], and Robust04 [3].

The system can be described as two main

stages. First, a large number of possibly relevant

documents to a given question are retrieved from a

corpus by a standard mechanism, such as BM25.

In the second stage, passage re-ranking, each of

these documents is scored and re-ranked by a more

computationally-intensive method.

The job of the re-ranker is to estimate a score B8
of how relevant a candidate passage 38 is to a query

@. The query and passage pair is fed into the model

as sentence A and sentence B with BERT tokeniza-

tion
5
. The query was truncated to have at most 128

tokens, and the passage text was truncated so that

the concatenation of query, passage, and separator

tokens stays within the maximum length of 512 to-

kens. To evaluate howmuch the segments could be

truncated, we used the organizer-provided 8-topic

609-example “training” sets as our evaluation ex-

amples. Using topic descriptions (with avg. 39 to-

kens) as sentence A, 13% (82 out of 609) of segment

texts are truncated and 37± 27 tokens are removed

in 82 truncated texts.

A BERT-LARGE model was used as a binary

classification model, that is, the [CLS] vector was

used as input to a single layer neural network to ob-

tain the probability of the passage being relevant.

The pre-trained BERT model was fine-tuned onMS

MARCO dataset with 400M tuples of a query, rel-

evant and non-relevant passages with point-wise

cross-entropy loss:

;>BB = −
∑
9 ∈�

9 log(B 9 ) − (1 − 9) log(1 − B 9 )) (1)

where J is the set of indices of the passages in top

documents retrieved with BM25.

The model learned that knowledge of query-

document relevance can be transferred to other

2
h�ps://github.com/castorini/pyserini – a Python front end to the Anserini open-source information retrieval toolkit

[13] .

3
h�ps://lucene.apache.org

4
bm25 parameter se�ings : = 0.9, 1 = 0.4; ql se�ing for Dirichlet smoothing ` = 1000

5
BERT tokenization is based on WordPiece.
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Run Description Topic In-

puts

Indexed fields

BM25 Standard information retrieval algo-

rithm developed for the Okapi sys-

tem

query Transcript

only

QL �ery Likelihood; Standard informa-

tion retrieval

query Transcript

only

RERANK-

QUERY

BM25 (using query) + BERT re-

ranking model (using the query of

the topic as the input)

query Transcript

only

RERANK-

DESC

BM25 (using query) + BERT re-

ranking model (using the description

of the topic as the input)

query +

descrip-

tion

Transcript

only

BERT-DESC-S Same as RERANK-DESC except that

the re-ranking model was fine-tuned

on extra crowd-sourced data

query +

descrip-

tion

Transcript

only

BERT-DESC-

Q

Same as RERANK-DESC except that

the re-ranking model was fine-tuned

on synthetic data from generated

questions

query +

descrip-

tion

Transcript

only

BERT-DESC-

TD

Same as RERANK-DESC except that

the re-ranking model was fine-tuned

on synthetic data from episode title

and descriptions

query +

descrip-

tion

Transcript

only

Table 1: Run names and short descriptions.
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similar datasets. Therefore, we implement the neu-

ral baselines using the BERT re-ranking model as

described above by Nogueira et. al.[8] without fur-

ther parameter-tuning.

Another nontrivial question is whether we

should use the phrase-like query or sentence-like

description of the topic as the input to the re-

ranking model. For exploration purposes, we pre-

pared two baseline runs using query and descrip-

tion, denoted as RERANK-QUERY and RERANK-

DESC respectively. The top 50 passages retrieved

by BM25
6
were scored and re-ranked for each test

topic. We submi�ed the top-50 re-ranked passages

for test topics.

2.3 Fine-tuning
One of the the limitations of BERT re-ranking is

that it is trained on MS Marco dataset, which is

di�erent in the domain and topics from podcast

ranking. The models have not seen the corpus even

once. Therefore, we performedmore fine-tuning on

the re-ranking models with external and synthetic

examples as described below.

2.3.1 Crowd-sourced labels

One of challenges for a new dataset is the limited

set of labeled training data. The TREC 2020 Pod-

casts Track organizers provided 609 training labels

for 8 topics. But these examples are too few to train

a reasonable model from scratch. Therefore, we de-

veloped 30 more topics in the same format as the

training/test topics
7
, and use the those eight “train-

ing” topic as our validation topics. We collected the

union of the top-20 segments from BM25 and QL

model and fed the examples to a crowd-sourcing

tool Appen
8
. We thus obtained 919 relevance labels

on the Excellent-Good-Fair-Bad (EGFB) scale (de-

noted as 3,2,1,0 respectively) from crowd-sourced

annotators for those 30 development topics. The

distribution of labels is shown in Figure 2. The 4-

point scale labels were transformed to binary labels

(EG to one, FB to zero) and then fed into the BERT

binary classification model. The topic description

was chosen as the sentence A in the BERT model.

The model is fine-tuned from the baseline model

for 10 epochs using the AdamW Optimizer
9
. The

retrieval setup is similar to the neural re-ranking

baselines, but we submi�ed the run as BERT-DESC-

S with the scores computed from this fine-tuned

model (the ’S’ is DESC-S is for “supervised”).

Figure 2: Counts of crowd-sourced relevance

labels for 30 development topics. (3:Excel-

lent,2:Good,1:Fair,0:Bad)

2.3.2 Automatically Generated �es-
tions

In an a�empt to generate large amounts of training

data for domain adaption and further fine-tuning

to our podcast corpus content, we leveraged the re-

cently introduced doc2query model [10]. The au-

thors used existing MS-MARCO dataset in the re-

verse order; given a document generate the query.

A sequence-to-sequence model is trained using the

MS-MARCO’s relevant passages alongwith the rel-

evant query questions. The trained model is ex-

pected to produce a list of relevant questions (or

queries) given a passage. The original doc2query
model was trained from scratch on a Transformer

neural model [12]. The authors further improved

the question generation model using a pre-trained

6
Top passages were retrieved using the topic query only.

7
To simplify the task, we included only topical topics, and not known-item.

8
h�ps://www.appen.com

9
Optimizer AdamW[7] is implemented using Transformers(h�ps://github.com/huggingface/transformers) with the

initial learning rate set to 1 × 10−6 and linear decay of the learning rate
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Figure 3: Scheme of re-ranking model with few-shots tuning on generate queries.

text-to-text model, named T5[11], using the same

training data. It has shown be�er performance on

downstream retrieval tasks and the model is de-

noted as docTTTTTquery[9].

Along with the strategy of feeding the re-

ranking model with additional data from the cur-

rent corpus, we propose a few-shot tuning method

using the automatically generated questions as

synthetic queries, with their source-passages as the

corresponding relevant documents. The scheme is

shown in Figure 3. For each topic, we first retrieve

the top-50 segments using BM25, then we generate

5 queries or questions using the docTTTTTquery

model for each segment. These question-segment

pairs are treated as positive labels for fine-tuning

the BERT model. The negative labels can be gen-

erated using di�erent sampling strategies. Due to

time limitations, we implemented only one strat-

egy for this experiment. For each segment retrieved

per query, we randomly sample 5 questions gener-

ated by other segments but within the same topic.

The reasoning for this strategy is that the gener-

ated negative questions should be close to the pos-

itive questions but still distinguishable from one

segment to another segment. An example of gen-

erated questions and labels is shown in Figure 4.

The retrieval setup is similar to neural re-

ranking baselines. We fine-tuned the BERT re-

ranking model using the synthetic examples as de-

scribed above on the test topics. A�er fine-tuning,

we used the scores using the topic description and

segment text from this fine-tuned model and sub-

mi�ed the run as BERT-DESC-Q.

2.3.3 Title and Description

Unlike other corpora, the podcast dataset contains

plentiful metadata which is extracted from RSS

feed of the podcast episodes. The metadata, espe-

cially the text title and description, could contain

important information about the episode. More

importantly, many named entities which could be

mistranscibed by the automatic speech recognition

system are wri�en in description. Therefore, link-

ing the episode title and description to the tran-

scripts could potentially help named entity match-

ing in the re-ranking models.

We pre-process the episode title and descrip-

tion the same way as the topic query and descrip-

tion. We first cleaned non-topical content in the

title and description, e.g. �?.5, (4�3, �?8B>345 pat-
terns in titles using a regular expression

10
as well as

advertisements and links in descriptions. Then, we

use the cleaned episode title as a search query, cal-

culating the BM25 ranking score for each segment

within the episode. Then, we input the episode de-

scription as sentence A to BERT re-ranking model.

The top-3 ranked segments by BM25 score were

used as positive labels and the bo�om-3 at 50th

ranked segments were used as negative labels. The

model was fine-tuned on the 100K examples ran-

domly sampled from the synthetic examples above.

Similarly to other experiments, the top-50 seg-

ments by ranking score were selected and submit-

ted for the test topics. This submission is called

BERT-DESC-TD.

10 (�? |�?8B>34 |(40B>= |( |�) (.| − |) ( |\B)\3+
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Figure 4: An example of the generated questions and labels. The sentences related to positive ques-

tions are highlighted.

2.4 Extension: Search with Full
Transcript

In order to understand the benefits from searching

on transcript content as compared to only on title

and descriptions. We have conducted a set of ex-

periments on a document-level retrieval task. The

task is to rank the podcast episode given a search

query. We convert judged query segment annota-

tions using @A4;3 = max(@A4;B1, @A4;B2, ..., @A4;B= ) to
document relevance, which is the maximum of the

relevance score of the segments in the given docu-

ment.

The episode’s title, episode’s title with de-

scription, episode’s title with description plus

show’s title with description, episodes’ transcript,

and episode’s transcript with title and descrip-

tion are indexed, respectively. We performed the

document-level search task using 50 test topics and

the standard retrieval model �"25. The results are
shown in Table 2.

3 Results
According to the document-level search results in

Table 2, the episode description entails more rel-

evant information than episode title. Searching

on combined episode title and description outper-

forms searching on individuals. Thismeans episode

title and description are mutually supportive and

supplementary. However, adding information of

show title and description does not help search re-

sult significantly. It is because we are measuring

the episode level relevance in this metric, and show

level information may bring false positive signals

to the search results. In another word, the episodes

in a relevant show may not be all relevant to the

search query. Instead, the transcript containing

the details of content information significantly im-

proves the search result. The result shows the ad-

vantage of transcript search against regular search

on episode title and description. When all informa-

tion, transcript, title and description, are used, we

can achieve the best retrieval performance.

The submi�ed runs on 50 test topics from

the systems were evaluated by the NIST asses-

sors. The annotation depth was 20 across di�er-

ent runs. Based on the annotation depth and sub-

mi�ed runs, we use NDCG@10 and NDCG@20

as our evaluation metrics. The results are shown

in Table 3. The neural re-ranking baselines signif-

icantly outperforms traditional IR methods. Re-

ranking on topic query and topic description get

similar mean scores. However, in order to un-

derstand the distribution of score on individual

topics, we plot the score for RERANK-DESC and

RERANK-QUERY models in Figure 5. The ranking

on topic description tends to push extreme score

from RERANK-QUERY to center. In another word,

even though the mean nDCG cross topics are same

for both model, the variance of RERANK-DESC is

lower. Reranking on topic description has more re-

sistances to extreme queries. However, the three

experimental runs do not show significant di�er-

ence against the re-ranking baseline on description.
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And the model fine-tuned on crowd-sourced data

performed slightly be�er than other two. Possible

reasons are (1) the ranking depth, which is 50, was

set too shallow; (2) the negative sampling strategy

should be be�er designed and evaluated.

Figure 5: nDCG@20 score di�erence plot be-

tween RERANK-QUERY and RERANK-DESC

for each individual topic. The arrow starts from

RERANK-QUERY score and ends at RERANK-

DESC score.

list of runs nDCG@20 nDCG@10

BM25 0.386 0.366

QL 0.380 0.366

RERANK-QUERY 0.469 0.457

RERANK-DESC 0.469 0.459

BERT-DESC-S 0.473 0.461
BERT-DESC-Q 0.433 0.420

BERT-DESC-TD 0.464 0.456

Table 3: Results of test topics across di�erent

runs.

4 Conclusion
We have presented the details of our TREC 2020

Podcasts Track segment retrieval task submissions.

Our experiments included baseline runs using tra-

ditional information retrieval methods and neural

re-ranking baseline using BERT models pre-trained

for a similar task. We also provide three experi-

mental runs by fine-tuning the re-ranking with var-

ious synthetic labels. Even if the performance of

the fine-tuned models did not improve compared

to the neural baseline models, we have been able

to calibrate our approach for more general deploy-

ment and lay the ground for experimentation on

next year’s task, where we plan to direct our at-

tention not only at the re-ranking stage using lan-

guage models but also at the improving the 1st-

stage recall-based retrieval models.
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nDCG nDCG @ 30 P @ 10

Episode Title 0.22 0.19 0.12

Episode Description 0.32 0.27 0.17

Episode Title and Description 0.36 0.30 0.19

Episode Title and Description

with Show Title and Description 0.37 0.30 0.20

Transcript Text 0.58 0.46 0.41

Transcript Text

with Episode Title and Description 0.61 0.49 0.43

Table 2: The contribution of transcripts compared to title search on document-level search results.
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